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Fei Kexin gathered a large amount of information in front of him, and sighed: “I really didn’t
expect that little Aurous Hill would have so many thoughts and fears…”
After that, she said again: “Whether it is Jasmine, Liam, or that Kobayashi Ichiro, behind
them, there must be a person with hands and eyes open to the sky!”
skuna hurriedly asked, “Miss, do you think that the person behind them is also Master
wade?”
Fei Kexin nodded and said calmly: “I think in these few things, the characteristics of the
mysterious person behind are highly overlapped, and it is very likely that they are the same
person.”
Then, she picked up the original financial statements of Pharmaceuticals and said, “You see,
Pharmaceuticals was a medium-sized pharmaceutical company in the past, and the market
is also in China. Their financial statements can be seen. Most of the drugs they sell are small
profits but quick turnover, with very low profit margins.”
After a pause, Fei Kexin continued: “Grandpa has invested a lot of money in the field of
medicine in recent years. I have also done some research in this field. If the profit margin of
a pharmaceutical company is very low, the most likely reason is that they do not have it.
What high-end products can be obtained, Pharmaceuticals is like this.”
skuna said in surprise: “Miss, if you say so, liam’s Pharmaceuticals simply does not have the
ability to develop MagiclPills! MagiclPills are probably difficult for the world’s top
pharmaceutical companies to develop. , Let alone a liam’s pharmaceutical company.”
“Yes.” Fei Kexin nodded appreciatively, and said: “This is the key point. Pharmaceuticals does
not have the ability to develop MagiclPills, let alone MagiclPills, even if it is MagiclPills, it It’s
impossible to develop it. I have used Jiuxuanwei San. It is definitely the best stomach
medicine on the market.”
skuna hurriedly asked, “Will the Jiu Xuan Wei San and MagiclPills be the technology of
Kobayashi Pharmaceutical?”

“It’s not possible.” Fei Kexin waved his hand and said, ” Pharmaceutical used to have a fist
product called Xiaolin Wei San, which has the same positioning as Jiu Xuan Wei San, but the
product strength is more than one grade. If Pharmaceutical has this capability, why bother
to be M&A by Jiuxuan Pharmaceutical? With Jiuxuanweisan’s product strength, as long as
Jiuxuanweisan is on the market and fully distributed, a pack of Kobayashi’s Weisan can’t be
sold.”
skuna pursed her lips, and then said: “In that case, the technology of Jiu Xuan
Pharmaceutical also comes from the mysterious people behind liams Pharmaceutical and
Kobayashi Pharmaceutical…”
Fei Kexin nodded, her teeth bit her thin lower lip and smacked her lips. Then she said:
“Behind Jasmine inherited the Moore Family, there was a mysterious person who helped.
The same is true behind Liam’s illegitimate son turning over to become the master. Jiu Xuan
Pharmaceutical There is also a mysterious person providing technical support behind
Jasmine’s Ji Qingtang to host the auction of Huichun Pill, and there is still a mysterious
person behind.”
“So many mysterious people are inextricably linked in my opinion!”
“Moreover, whether it is Jiu Xuan Wei San, MagiclPills, or Rejuvenating Pill, these three
medicines are all ancient Chinese medicines, and their efficacy is extraordinary in their
respective fields, so I think this The three medicines may also come from the same person.”
skuna remembered one thing, and hurriedly said: “By the way, you asked me to find the top
doctors in Aurous Hill. I found out that there are at least thousands of Chinese medicine
practitioners in Aurous Hill.”
Fei Kexin asked in surprise: “So many?”
“Yes.” skuna said: “Of these thousands of people, 40% work in public hospitals, 30% work in
private hospitals and clinics, and 30% open their own medical clinics. The most famous of
these is Dr. Simmons. An old Chinese doctor, he opened a Chinese medicine clinic called Ji
Shitang in Aurous Hill. The business is very hot. There are rumors that he has cured a patient
with high paraplegia!”

